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The peculiar style of Bourdieu's study betrays its unmistakeably 
French origin. Although it is perhaps verbose in parts, its, elegance 
and unity make it rewarding reading. It is a significant contribution 
.to a critique of contemporary anthropological practice. In general {, 

terms, it might be said to be an intervention of the same order as 
Leach's Political Systems of Highland Burma. Bourdieu uses his o\~ 

extensive and detailed ethnographic material on Kabylia (Algeria) in 
order to demonstrate problems in anthropological interpretation. What 
Leach I s exposition achieved in'the refinement of the discipline in 
the 'fifties and 'sixties, Bourdieu' s may well achieve in the 'seventies. 

Bourdieu '.s central problem is the relationship between the mode 
of production of knowledge and the circumstances from which it arises. 
Phenomenological knowledge and objectivist knowledge (structuralist 
hermenentics) are said to be limited by the social and theoretical 
possibilities necessary in, and for, their generation. We thus need 
a 'theory of practipe' and a 'theory of theory' wnich through reflexive 
evaluation and self~criticism will be capable of transcending the 
ideological relations inherent in objectivist knowledge, and placing 
that knowledge firmly on its feet again. 

Bourdieu's critique of much contemporary anthropology is founded 
on an evaluation of Saussurean linguistics. By positing the priority 
of speech over language only as a chronological relation, and by inverting 
the equation on entering the domain of the 'logical conditions of 
deciphering', Saussurean linguistics is seen to produce an intelleCtualist 
theory which only emphasises the relations between signs and reduces their 
practical function to that of communication or knowledge. Questioning 
the Saussurean assumption which sees the senders and receivers of 
messages as indifferent, while emphasising the abstration based on the 
structure of the message itself, Bour~ieu writes: 

••• reception depends to a largedegree on the objective 
structure of the relations between the interacting agents' 
objective position in the social structure (e.g. relations 
of competition or objective antagonism, or relations of 
power and authority, etc.), which govern the form 
and content of the interactions observed in a particular 
conjuncture (25). 

From the position taken by structuralism, where the 'rule' sub
stitutes for the study of strategy, a distortion arises involving 
kinship, myth, ritual and calendrical systems. In eliciting a 
genealogy, the anthropologist abstracts the domain of kinship from the 
total social and economic configuration, and sets it aside as a closed '. 
system. Bourdieu suggests that this often leads the anthropologist 
of 'intellectualist' persuasion to reproduce ideological relations from 
the particular standpoint of the representative of a particular lineage 
group who acts as informer. What Bourdieu calls for is a widening of the 
contextual field to include extra-kinship relations which fashion specific 
expressions of kinship ideology in terms of particular interests and of 
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relations within, and between, lineage groups. 

Objectivism Constitutes the social world as a spectacle 
presented to an observer who takes up a point of view 
on the action, who stands back so as to observe 
it and, transferring into the object the principles of 
his relations to the object, conceives of it as a 
totality intended for cognition alone, in which all 
interactions are reduced to symbolic exchanges (96). 

f' 

Not only are ~inship relations divorced from their contextual 
reality, but a simila~ fate befalls classificatory systems and taxonomies 
treated from the standpoint of a structural or cognitive anthropology of 
the imagination. In the derivation of the agrarian calendar of a people, 
the anthropologist constructs a 'synoptic calendar' in which he attempts 
to correlate coherently the maximum amount of information derived from 
his informants and from his own observations. Establishing a coherent 
system of thought, he ignores contradiction in favour.of ideal abstraction. 
Again the fault stems from the particular methodological assumptions 
inherent in Saussurean objectivism •. 

Symbolic systems owe their practical coherence, that is, 
their regularities, and also their irregularities and even 
incoherencies (both equally necessary because inscribed 
in the logic of their genesis and functioning) to the fact 
that they are the product of practices which cannot 
perform their practical functions except insofar as 
they bring into play, in their practical state, 
principles which are not only coherent - i.e. capable 
of engendering coherent practices compatible with the 
objective conditions - but also practical in the 
sense qf convenient, i.e. immediately mastered 
and manageable because obeying a poor 
and economical logic (109). 

Whilst posing as a critique of Saussurean structuralism, cognitive 
anthropology and phenomenology, and advocating a'purifiecl'and self
cr;itical empiricism, the book .nevertheless fails to free itself from 
structuralist jargon. It is possible, to a large degree, to sympathise 
with Bourdieu's challenging cr:tique of Saussurean objectivism and the 
limitations he poses generally on the validity of human knowledge. 
However, the sweeping generalisations which are at its foundations, and 
the fact that he has tended togiv~ us a picture, not of the practice 
of anthropology, but of an abstracted theory of practice, leaves us 
with some reservations. 

Moreover, one central concept is unclear: through the use of 'habitus' 
we are led to expect a radically new view or revelation of the human 
condition. It would appear, at least on a first reading, that the notion 
of habitus is only a means of filling the gap left after the expulsion 
of 'structuralist hermenentics' with a category which merely re-draws' 
the boundary of closed-system analysis, and which continues to threaten 
with obscurity the relations between ethnic groups and the metropolitan 
structure - a shortcoming of much of Bourdieu's previous ethnographic work 
on Kabylia •. Finally, the concept of habitus appears to limit the bounds 
of human freedom itself to the extent that we derive an almost static 
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and self..oregulating system without any potential for change n 

These misgivings do not detract from the importance of this worko
 
Bourdieu has a rare aptitude for grasping and bringing to notice the
 
relations and operations which lie just under the surface of 'stark
 
reality', and whic4 often evade our attention.
 

Anthony Shelton ,. 

._--------
. , 

John W Connoro Tradition and Change in Three Generations ~.~a)aneseo 

Americans 1977, Chicago: Nelson-Hall, xiv, 356pp. ~o 
. ~ " ". 

The Japanese Americans would seem to lend themselves(perhaps more than
 
other ethnic; groups in Ame'rica) to the kind of ordered analysis exemplified
 
by John Connor's study. Their own tidy classifications into first,
 
second and third generations ,(the fourth are now being born) is a
 
convenient preliminary to a comparative study of change, and Connor has
 
made full use of it. The specific community under observation .is that
 
resident in Sacramento, California, and the author's stated aim is 'to
 
determine the degree to which the various generations have retained certain
 
'characteristics which are distinctively Japanese or have replaced them
 
with those which are distinctively American'.
 

. . . . . 
To this purpose he compiles from appropriate literature lists of 

Japanese and American characteristics _•. the former, as 'a base line I, 
those which the first generation are supposed to have brought with them-
and orders them so that'they clearly and distinctly contrast with each other'o 
He then applies a variety of 'research instruments' to each generation in 
order to assess their expression 9f these characterstics, 'psychological 
and behaviorial', and thereby discover their 'degree of acculturation'. 
These instruments are of t~lO types, designed to illustrate both overt 
and covert forms of acculturation: the first through biographical 
details, the second through four psychological testso 

Sometimes these tests are also administered to Caucasian 'control' 
groups, but the validity of the control, and indeed of the characterj,stics 
themselves, are brought into question by apparent evidence in the results 
from one group of anthropology students at Sacramento State College of 
a 'merging of the two value systems'., ~he Caucasion students, vlho appear 
to show a greater consideration of others and interest in collectivity 
than anticipated, have 'moved more toward some of the Japanese Characteristics' 
while the Japanese are adopting American ones such as, self-assertion and 
individualisino However, even the third generation ,Japanese, particularly 
the women, apparently remain quite traditionally Japanese in several 
respects, not least significant of which must be their methods of child 
care which apparently encourage a continuation of dependency needso This '. 
and theirpropen~ity for intermarriage -- r~cords for the decade preceding 
the work show over 70010 endogamy -- would tend, as Connor points out, to 
preserve a Japanese identity for several generations to come 0 

A possible drai'lbackof using the Japanese generation categories is 
the probable elimination of those Japanese who marry out and become too 
acculturated to remain within this classification, but this point is not 
raisedo Certainly' the semple was not random, nor intended to beo Intervie1r!s 
and tests were made only with'those who expressed a wil~ingness to cooperate' 0 

Even where one test -- The Ethnic Identity Questionnaire -- was mailed to a 
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random s?!llple;(of Japaneee nameS in the area no attempt was made to follow 
up those;whiqh·werenot. rgtu!,ned•.The results. would. tl:l.e:r:efore. seem 
biasseg.~n favour of thpse 'motivated t9 complete qUestiqnn~ire~ -
pos~ibly;a, Jap;;mese .ph~racteristic in its ownright.;,pimilarlYh:l3. <.' 
profess.edreliance throug:l1out on":.he g90d)Ni;J..l ,Qf the participants,-':";, 

'the guidingcriterion....w~s one .of.:;;imple avaHabili,ty':-- mustha.ye , 
preselected a sample incl:inedto cooperate, and ethnogr,aphe;rs in~apan, 

f' 
have observed this trait~n their;8ubjectEi. " 

'The" Vlhble iti."estigation is shotthrciugh with personal, overtones. 
The author's wife is Japanese, and the first participants were acquaint

'ances' ofTthe family, "who subsequently drew in their ()Wna:6qu~in'tances, 
. where .wi1iing'~ Tbsa.vet ime, and increase' the 'size of the sample, 
acie:se of int~tested third generation students' was' enlisted' to m'ake 
furtherin":est~'gations~: Another contrql:group used was a 'working class 
samp~e in' Wes'tern iPennsylvania ' 'accomplished by ?I~ilingcopies of the , 
test ':boour' relatives,' who in turn distributed them to fri'ends in' the" 
region' •. Control over this group must have been minimal. " ; 

The book appears at first sight to be writ~en in the true Eipir:it, 
,;.0f the pseudo-scientific approach c,urrent).y in vogue in American studies 

of soCiety,' and with limitations such as, those. mentioned above,' it 
does nothing ;,to convert the sceptic to, this: cause. However, if·it, 
fails to provide;, a convincing scientific; e:xposition of an-anyway' elusive 
'degree of acculturation' , it neverthe,less provides a· good deal of· solid 
and sympathetic information about the way the.Japanel3e Americans are 
adapting to the society of their adoption. 

Joy Hendry. 

J.	 Kuper (ed.) The Anthropologists' Cookbook. 1977,0 London:, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul~ 230pp. £4~75. 

In many ways Jean-AnthelmeBrillat~Savarin'saphorism from La 
Pp-ysiologie dugout, 'published in 1825, 'Tel,l me what you ,eat and,r 
w~lltell you what; you.. are " is. applicable to The Anthropologists' 
Cookbook. The values by which people order their lives take into 
account the way they view food,. the manner in which theycodk,' and',:' 
of course, what they choose to eat.'	 . , , ,'. 

The Anthropol~gists" Cookbook orfers us\:insights iIltb'the varied 
:cu;L;i.nary att;i;::t;l~9-es of s,elected societies aroupd the1Nor;Ld"as.w~1:1.a'Fl· 
explaining,q.i;ff~r~nt techniques'tisedin,these,socie;ties'fprprocuring 
and prepar.~ng, food. ." , 

" CO,ntr:j.buto,rs in«lude Claude Levi-Str~u.,sp ,and Mary:po:ug1as,1I{ho 
wrote the introduction, and the accentis'r¢fyhea:y:i,ly on ,anthropological 
material. About ;forty of the contributors are anthropologists 'and the 
restinclildes a yafietyof writers of other.persuasJ.'ons, 'including a . 

'diplomat and a'student of literature.. Several arttcles in ~ 
Anthropologists' Cookbook are written in the style of 'the traditional 
popular cookery book, focussing on particular aspects of cookery (e.g. 
bread), particular countries or regions, or particular philosophies of 
cuisine. The contribution by Lorna J. Sass, an accomplished cookery 
book writer, is written very much to this order. Her 'Serve it Forth: 
Food and Feasting in Medieval England,' gives to the reader the flavou.r 
of a Medieval banquet, and supplies the historical background to 
Medieval feasting. 
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Strange1Y,in a cookbook, some of the contributors do not actually 
include a recipe, maintaining that there are no substitutes available 
for the ingredientsusedin'the dishes of the societies they: di:scuss,. 

. While a chef 'respects their reasons ori'culinarygrourids, it,would 
be plea~ant tb:'be' able to; get some idea of thetast'e !of the cuisine 
they desc:dbe., Some;contributions are of,heip i.ri.underst'andirtg' 
Eur'opeail cuis:l.nes ":,,olir food habi'ts are too often taken for granted." 
In -his' 'article,' 'Oil Strata in theKitchen~ or the Archaeology of 
Tastii'if'I Joseph Rykwert shows that ah \indeX-standing of the current 
fashions in eating 'natural foods'aild'the popular'plastic haute<i , ": 

I, 

cuisine c,an come onJ,yfrom c,mWl~erstanding of, the: social deyel()pment 
of French and Ital.ian cuisine. , , ..:,",; " '. .j;1', 

'A~,:ani;.eX(lmp~.e of the interest of an1:;hro:Pologis~s.'J..n the' t'echn,ology 
of simple~ aoc:~<rti~st:t;he c,?okery-book gives us instruot10ns,:f<;>r, bl1.p.ding 
an earth oven: in which to roast a stray dog and other ethI:lic' .fqodstiiffs

." '..~", '., : l.- -: _ '	 . . _. ' '.. -. " l' 

fora fSuburban, garde~party., The ,illustratio~s in"The AnthroPg19Sista'
 
Cookbook are by J()an Koster. ,They are attractive,informative line;';' ,
 
dra~ings abo~t, the: c~linar;y subjects th,ey depict, such as' butqhe:dng
 
a sow, milking ~.wes, or catching a puffin. . . , '. " ....•. .
 

Nations tEind to be conservative in their gastronomical habits.
 
'What is p'atrioti6~,~ askeq.'Linyu~an:g",rbut:the love of the good
 
things we ate in oUt childhood? ' This "book is fot' the lesscofiservative,
 
those rrep'ared to tty some uilusualcooking,. At the same time, such a
 
celebratiom of the joys of'thetable epitomises,in an unusually apt
 
w~y, 'the;greatdivide:between the' subsistence economiee·;f'rom which many
 

. or: the recipes are draWn" and the society 6f tllose likely to bUy the, 
book and attempt its ;tecipes.,' , 

Scott Ewing ,. 
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Strange1Y,in a cookbook, some of the contributors do not actually 
include a recipe, maintaining that there are no substitutes available 
for the ingredients used in the dishes of the societies'they: di'scuss,. 

. While a chef 'respects their reasons ori'culinarygrourids, it,would 
be plea~arit tb:'be: able to; get some idea of thetast'e !of the cuisine 
they desc:dbe., Some;contributions are of,heip iriunderst'andirtg' 
Eur'opeari cuisines ":,,olir food habi'ts are too often taken for granted.,' 

, ": 

In -his' 'article,' 'on Strata in theKitchen~ or the Archaeology bf, 
Tastii'irl Joseph Rykwert shows that ah understanding of the current 
fashions in eating 'natural foods'aild'the popular'plastic haute<i 
cuisine c,an. come onl,yfrom c,mWl~erstanding of, the: social deyel()pment 
of French and Italian cuisine. , , ',:,",; j', " '. .;; 

·A~,:ani:.eX(lmp~.e of the interest of anthroPologists,'J..n the' t'echn,ology 
of simple~ aoc:~<rt~~st:the c,?okery-book gives us instruot10ns,:for. bll.p.ding 
an earth oven: in which to roast a stray dog and other e,tlmic'fqodstuffs 

.' '..~", ' .. : k -: _ ' .. _. . '.. -. " " 

fora fSuburban, garde~party., The ,illustratio~s in"The AnthroPg19Sista' 
Cookbook are by J()an Koster •. ,'l'hey are attractivet:i.nformativ~ line;';' , 
dra~ings abo~t, the: c~linar;y subjects tl:J.ey depict, such as' butqhe:dng 
a sow, milking ~.wes, or c~tching a puffin. . . , '. " ....•. . 

Nations tEind to 'be conservative in their gastronomical habits. 
'What is p'atrioti6~,~ asked'LinYu~an:g",rbut ;the love of the good 
things we ate in our childhood? ' This ",book is for the lesscofiservative, 
those rrep'ared totty some uilusualcooking. At the same t ime ,such a 
celebratiom of the joys of' the table epitomises, in an unusually apt 
w~y, 'the:greatdivide:between the' subsistence economies· ' from which many 

. or: the recipes are draWn', and the society 6f tl10se likely to buy the,' 
book and attempt its ;tecipes.,' , 

Soott Ewing ,. 
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